Wacky Race Cars: Matching Worksheet
Match the name of the cars to the pictures below and then check with your partner. You will
see the intro of the TV series afterwards to check to see how many you got correct.

The Crimson Haybailer

The Army Surplus Special

The Creepy Coupe

The Mean Machine

The Boulder Mobile

The Arkansas Chugga Bug

The Compact Pussycat

The Bullet-Proof Bomb

The Convert-a-Car

The Buzz Wagon

The Turbo Terrific
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1. The Boulder Mobile
The Boulder Mobile, the Number 1 car, is driven by two very hairy
cavemen called Rock Slab and General Slab, also called the Slab
Brothers. Their car is made from one big piece of stone, also called a
boulder. If their car was ever destroyed, they would build another car
from their clubs. They also use their clubs to hit each other on their heads or the car which
would make the car accelerate. From all 34 races, the Slab Brothers came 1st three times, 2nd
eight times and 3rd three times.
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2. The Creepy Coupe
This vehicle was driven by The Gruesome Twosome - Big
Gruesome and Little Gruesome. In the Creepy Coupe, there was a
dragon and various monsters and ghouls in the tower. The car
could also fly short distances with the dragon’s wings. Sometimes
the dragon would breathe fire at anyone unlucky enough to be in front of the Creepy Coupe.
The Gruesome Twosome, out of 34 races, won 1st three times, 2nd three times and 3rd six
times.
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3. The Convert-a-Car
The Convert-a-Car was driven by Professor Pat Pending – a
crazy scientist in a car who could change anything that moves.
His car is shaped like a boat with loads of gadgets which he
often uses to help some of the other contestants in the race.
For example, Professor Pat Pending used a de-glue tool to help
everyone who was stuck in the race after Dastardly glued
everyone to the road. The Convert-a-Car won 1st place three times, 2nd two times and 3rd five
times.
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4. The Crimson Haybailer
This very bright red car, which also flew, was driven by Red
Max. The vehicle had limited flight which was usually used to
jump over other contestants or traps during the race. The
Crimson Haybailer also had a machine gun mounted on the
front and was used from time to time. Red Max won the first
race in the series. Anyhow, out of all 34 races, The Crimson Haybailer won 1st three times, 2nd
four times and 3rd three times.
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5. The Compact Pussycat
The Compact Pussycat, a pink car, was driven by Penelope
Pitstop – the only female driver in Wacky Races. Penelope
often took time racing to maintain her appearance such as
using a gadget to apply lipstick or makeup. Sometimes her
gadgets would break, such as shampoo foam hitting other
people, and then cause the other racers to lose their place. The Compact Pussycat came 1st
four times, 2nd two times and 3rd five times.
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6. The Army Surplus Special
Sergeant Blast and Private Meekly drove the Army Surplus
Special, which was an Army jeep/tank hybrid that had a small
red steamroller at the front. It has one large cannon on the car
which could spin round to face forwards or backwards and blast
other opponents. There are also two back-mounted thrusters
which can make the vehicle go faster and there is a supply of
land mines. The Army Surplus Special won 1st three times, 2nd once and didn’t win any 3rd
place.
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7. The Bullet-Proof Bomb
The Bullet-Proof Bomb is the seventh car in Wacky Races and
is driven by The Ant Hill Mob (Clyde, Danny, Kurby, Mac, RingA-Ding, Rug Bug Benny and Willy) and is designed as a
gangster’s 1920s style car. The seven small gangsters would
try to increase their speed by extending their feet out of the floor of the car and run. They are
adventurous, hard-working and mischievous. The Bullet-Proof Bomb won 1st place four times,
2nd five times and 3rd place two times out of all 34 races.
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8. The Arkansas Chuggabug
Lazy Luke and Blubber Bear drive The Arkansas Chuggabug in
Wacky Races. It is a hillbilly style car which is wooden and has a red
coal fire on the back. Lazy Luke is usually half-asleep during the
races and sits on a rocking chair while driving while using his feet
to steer. Lazy Luke is accompanied by a large nervous bear called Blubber who often bites his
nails and shakes. He also wakes up Lazy Luke during races. Out of the 34 wacky races, The
Arkansas Chuggabug came 1st four times, 2nd once and 3rd four times as well.
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9. The Turbo Terrific
Peter Perfect is an American drag racer who drives
The Turbo Terrific. Peter has a crush on Penelope
and often stops to help her during the races and
say hello to her. Penelope would return the affection and in one episode they almost got
married. Nevertheless, Peter’s vehicle would regularly fall to bits during the wacky races. The
Turbo Terrific, out of 34 races, won 1st place four times, 2nd place two times and 3rd place two
times as well.
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10. The Buzz Wagon
Rufus Ruffcut and Sawtooth drive the tenth car in Wacky Races –
called The Buzz Wagon. Rufus is a lumberjack while Sawtooth is a
beaver. The Buzz Wagon is a wooden car with buzzsaws for
wheels which gave the car an ability to cut through almost
anything, damaging or destroying the object in the process. The
car also has two axes on each side which Rufus uses to turn tight corners and boost speed.
Out of all races, The Buzz Wagon was 1st three times, 2nd six times and 3rd four times.
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00. The Mean Machine
This is probably the most famous vehicle, The Mean
Machine, in Wacky Races which is driven by Dick
Dastardly and Muttley, as the drivers are the villains
of the series. The car has a lot of concealed weapons
with the sole aim to disrupt all the other racers and win every single race. They would usually
set up a trap when The Mean Machine got the lead to ensure no other car would catch him
up but each trap would usually backfire and Muttley, the canine sidekick would usually
snigger at Dick Dastardly’s misfortune. The Mean Machine was the only car not to win any
races.
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